
LEADERSHIP CAMP

2017 – 2018
INTRODUCTION

The Leadership Camp is conducted every year after the Investiture Ceremony 
where the leaders are being officially assigned towards their respective 
duties. This year it was conducted on 24th June, 2017 in Xavier Hall from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. This camp focuses on teaching and training the students, practically 
for growth, spiritual, organizational, motivational and development as an 
effective leader.  

This  camp was conducted for the members of the Student Council, 
Department Coordinators, Association Heads and Academic Representatives 
of each class. Mr. Mark John & Mr. Seljo Jose conducted this camp who were 
our mentors for this programme and gave valuable insights on leadership 
skills. Ashnita gave an introduction followed by which the Associate Secretary 
Ms. Andritha Rebello lead us into prayer.



TEAM  FORMATION

There were around 62 students present for this programme, they were divided 
into 9 groups with 5-6 member in each group.
The group members were asked to introduced among themselves in the group 
and came up with a group name representing the characteristics of each member 
in that group.
The groups were made mainly for the activities which were going to take place.

ACTIVITIES

There were two activities that were conducted in the field. The activities 
mainly focused on TEAMWORK. The first activity was a TEAMWORK game in 
which each group was given a ball, a ring to which five thread were attached 
and each member were asked to balance the ball and reach a particular 
destination by holding the thread given to them. This activity was mainly to 
bring out the communication skills, equal balance from all the members, to 
overcome obstacles during any situation, which a leader has to possess. 

The second activity was a blind fold game. In this, the members of every group
were blind folded except the leader of that group. A big rope was given to each



group and the blind folded members should hold the rope and listen to 
instructions of the leader. The leader was asked to make four shapes (circle, 
triangle, rectangle, 8) by instructing the members in positioning themselves to
make the required shape without any physical touch. From this activity, the 
students learnt how to listen when they are blind folded and react according 
to the instructions. 

LEADING BY EXAMPLE 

After the break, Mr. Mark Jose & Mr. Seljo Jose who were our mentors for this 
programme addressed the students and gave valuable insights and knowledge
about leadership. 

Followed by which a motivational video on team spirit and leadership was 
played.

SWOT Analysis (Decoding the common problems )

This was an activity in which each group was given a situation of a 
company or an event, the members were given 15 minutes to 
prepare on how they will organize the event, and a member from 
each group had to come and present their idea before everyone.

It was like a debate where the other groups can find the mistakes 
done in organizing the event.



This activity helps us to plan an event as a team within the time limit
and to point out the mistakes done by other groups and correct 
them. The sessions conducted by Mr. Mark John & Mr. Seljo Jose 
concluded here

STUDENT COUCIL 2016 - 2017

Post lunch the session from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. was conducted by our very own 
Student Council of 2016 – 2017. The session was lead by Mr. Utkarsh Chohraria, 
who introduced and told us how the role of a leader works in SJCC, other council 
members added on as to how to overcome the obstacles and work under the 
hierarchy of the college.

Two activities were conducted where the students were divided into 3 groups. 
The students’ hands were tangled with each other and three council members 
were sent to each group to remove the tangle. This activity showed the 
intellectual skill that a leader has to posses.



Followed by this, another activity was conducted were the two representatives 
from each group were called and had to act out the letters to their group by 
moving their butt. The letters should be unscrambled by the group members and 
they have to guess the word. The activity was much of fun and all the students 
enjoyed the activities throughout the day. 

The students learnt practically how to be a good potential leader and how to 
work according to the situations during any obstacles.

The programme concluded by clicking a picture of all the students who attended 
this Leadership Camp. 


